
Archaeology

2020

Historic Indian
Agency House

Join us

Participate in a season of 
learning, digging, exploring, 
and hands-on fun!

May 15 - Oct. 15

1490 Agency House Rd.
Portage, WI 53901

608.742.6362
agencyhousecurator@gmail.com

agencyhouse.org

Our Goal
The Fort Winnebago Indian Agency 
(site 47-CO-228) has never been 
a major focus for archaeological 
study, despite being the geographical 
location at which centuries of historic 
events have converged.

We are about to change that! During 
the summer of 2020, we will be in 
hot pursuit of the hottest place on 
the hillside: the Agency blacksmith 
shop. Under the skillful guidance of 
regional archaeologist Ryan Howell, 
with additional assistance from 
accomplished archaeologist John 
Wackman, we will be probing for the 
shop’s elusive remains beneath a sandy 
knoll. Come dig with us!

DIG SPONSORED BY:

608.742.2169
www.generalengineering.net



Education

Archaeology

Our speaker series will cover topics 
ranging from the history of archaeology 
to the work of Indian Agency 
blacksmiths. A special archaeology 
exhibit will also be unveiled this season.

Roll up your sleeves and dig with us into 
our treasure trove of buried history. Pre-
registration is recommended. See our 
website for details.

Love history? Have a passion for 
blacksmithing? Want dirt under your 
fingernails? The 2020 season at the 
Historic Indian Agency House is for you!

Join us as 
we explore 
blacksmith 
history at the 
Historic Indian 
Agency House.

Get involved
We will have plenty of 
opportunities for everyone 
during our 2020 summer of 
archaeology at the Historic 
Indian Agency House.

Kids’ Camp
At our archaeology day camp, kids will 
learn firsthand what it takes to explore 
the past as an archaeologist.

How can I help?
You can help with anything from 
providing refreshments for the hard-
working diggers to demonstrating 
your blacksmithing skills for visitors 
on the site. Let us know how you 
would like to help, and we will get 
in touch. (agencyhousecurator@
gmail.com) Monetary donations will 
support exciting programming and the 
preservation of artifacts.

Why a dig?
Historical sources have their limits. 
Written records, alone, cannot answer 
some important questions about how 
John Kinzie’s Indian Agency worked. 
Our main inquiry this season is how the 
Agency blacksmith functioned. A smith 
was established here in 1830 to serve 
the Ho-Chunk tribe. Evidence in the 
ground may reveal some answers.

Follow the fun!
Stay informed about it all by visiting 
www.agencyhouse.org or by following 
us on Facebook. We will keep you in 
the loop on progress and opportunities!


